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The existence of countably many distinct symmetric vortices for the nonlinear 
Ginzberg-Landau equations of superconductivity with an arbitrary positive 
parameter 1 is proven. We then prove the existence of a linearization phenomenon 
as the parameter ,I-* co. In this case the linearized equations contain an 
appropriate Dirac delta function. These equations arc known as the London 
equations. 0 1989 Academw Press, Inc. 
In this article, we prove the existence of symmetric vortices for the 
nonlinear Ginzberg-Landau equations [8] with an arbitrary positive 
parameter A. We then prove the occurrence of a linearization phenomenon 
as the parameter J --, 00. This linearization phenomenon is somewhat 
special because the linearized equation forms an inhomogeneous linear 
elliptic equation with an inhomogeneous term that is an appropriate Dirac 
delta function. This work on the Ginzberg-Landau equations was first 
discussed by the physicist Abrikosov [2] in 1957 in the context of 
superconductivity. In this article he discussed the problem using certain 
arguments from physics but did not discuss the mathematical details. Here 
we put in all the mathematical details for symmetric vortices using the 
modern resources of mathematical analysis. 
We study the two-dimensional Ginzberg-Landau equations for 
equilibrium states involving a complex valued function @ on R2 and a real 
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valued l-form A on R’, i.e., a two-component real vector ‘4. These 
Ginzberg-Landau equations can be written [9] 
,c (a,-iA,)‘@=;(,o,~- l)@ (la) 
iYk(dkAj- d,A,) = Im[@(a,+ iA,) k, j= 1, 2, k# j, (lb) 
where 13~ denotes a/ax,, i= &-l, and ;I > 0 is a numerical parameter 
which depends on the superconducting material. 
The Ginzberg-Landau equations were first derived as the Euler- 
Lagrange equations of the real-valued functional Z, (called the Ginzberg- 
Landau Action Functional) defined by 
where IdA~2=(d1A2-~2A,)2, ID,~12=I(d-iA)~12=(a,~,+A,~2)2+ 
(a,@2-A,@,)2+ (a,@, +A2~2)2 + (a2Q2 -A,cB,)~. This functional was 
used in the original articles of Ginzberg and Landau in 1950 and forms the 
basis for the mathematical proofs we describe here. The functional Z, is of 
significance because it is gauge invariant. This means that under the gauge 
transformation 
(@, A) + (@ exp(i+), A +V$), 
the functional is invariant. Thus the Ginzberg-Landau Action Functional 
represents a simple gauge theory with an Abelian gauge group U( 1 ), and it 
becomes an important problem to determine the appropriate equilibrium 
states (called here vortices), that is, smooth critical points with boundary 
conditions (determined by the finiteness of IA) for this functional. It turns 
out that these critical points cannot be determined in closed form for 
arbitrary A. However, when A = 1, this functional possesses an additional 
symmetry called “self-duality” [4] and the second order partial differential 
equations of Ginzberg and Landau reduce to a first order system, the self- 
dual equations. In this way Taubes [ 1 l] was able to study all the vortices 
for the Ginzberg-Landau equations in the self-dual case. 
However, when d is different from 1, the self-duality breaks down and a 
new approach is required to study vortices. In this article we show that the 
functional analysis associated with Sobolev spaces plays a decisive role in 
this work for the symmetric case, described by Abrikosov. 
It is very important to obtain accurate quantitative information on the 
solutions to investigate their asymptotic behavior as the parameter II + co. 
To this end the Hilbert space methods introduced here on Sobolev spaces 
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prove a very helpful device. Moreover the boundary conditions associated 
with the desired solutions of the Ginzberg-Landau equations include a 
topological invariant called the “vortex number” N [9]. This number N is 
a topological invariant since it cannot be changed by small variations of 
the unknown functions, @ and A. In fact, N can be calculated by the simple 
formula : 
N=& j- dA. (2) 
rR2 
Our article is divided into several parts. In Section 1 we define function 
spaces appropriate to finding symmetric vortices for the Ginzberg-Landau 
equations. This is achieved by focusing attention on the Ginzberg-Landau 
Action Functional 1, and reducing it by an appropriate ansatz for 
symmetric vortices. 
In the second section we obtain a countably inlinite number of distinct 
families of symmetric vortices for each positive value of the parameter 1. 
This is achieved by considering the minimization for each fixed positive A 
characterized by a different value of the topological invariant N defined in 
(2) above. Here N varies over the positive and negative integers. 
We obtain all solutions by a minimization of the reduced Ginzberg- 
Landau functional over the appropriate function spaces. The virtue of this 
procedure is that, although vortices of the Ginzberg-Landau equations are 
saddle points of the unrestricted functional 1,, we reduce their deter- 
mination to a problem of minimization, a procedure we call “ansatz” 
minimization. 
In Section 3 we show first that the symmetric vortices are smooth 
solutions of the Ginzberg-Landau equations. Second, we derive a number 
of properties of the solutions based upon their minimizing characterization 
and the maximum principle for the second order elliptic equations. 
In Section 4 we use these properties to study the asymptotic behavior of 
the symmetric vortices for fixed N as 1 --* co. We find a “vorticity equation” 
for the gauge invariant function H, = curl A, (the magnetic field) and we 
find that in the limit as 1+ co, H, + H in W,,,(R2)( 1 <P-C 2), where H 
satisfies the linear elliptic equation on R2 
AH - H = -2nN4x); H+Oasx+cc, (lc) 
where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function. This equation is the linear and 
inhomogeneous equation referred to in the first paragraph. It can be solved 
explicitly in terms of an appropriate Green’s function. For finite values of A, 
H, satisfies a nonlinear elliptic equation and the process of letting 
the parameter I pass from cc to a finite number we call “nonlinear 
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FIG. 1. Graphs of R(r), S(r), and H(r) for n = 1, and fixed large 1. 
desingularization,” because the singular Green’s function solution of (lc) 
passes over to the smooth magnetic field HA. 
This paper ends with an appendix on the transformation of ZA to the 
reduced form used here and the corresponding forms of the equations, and 
an appendix on L, estimates for the Green’s function needed to complete 
the argument of the last section. We also add an appendix discussing the 
behavior of the symmetric vortices at the origin. 
Plohr in 1980 [lo] proved the existence of critical points of Z, for sym- 
metric solutions and the smoothness. However, he did not study the non- 
linear desingularization phenomenon. In this paper we sharpen the 
functional analysis aspects of this problem. We choose function spaces 
directly from the necessary conditions for finite nergy solutions. Then we 
use these spaces to derive new sharp estimates for the vortex solutions and 
then to prove the elusive nonlinear desingularization phenomenon (cf. 
[ 13]), which has resisted analysis until now (see Fig. 1). 
1. FUNCTION SPACES FOR SYMMETRIC VORTICES 
By a symmetric vortex of the Ginzberg-Landau equations we mean 
a smooth finite-action solution that can be written, in terms of polar 
coordinates (r, 0) on R2\ (O}, as 
@(r, 0) = R(r) ei”‘, 
A(r, e) = S(r) de, 
(1.1) 
together with the boundary conditions 
R(O) = S(0) = 0, (l.la) 
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and 
R*(r) + 1, S(r) + n, as r+co, (Lib) 
where n is a nonzero integer, called the vortex number. We note that if 
A=S&, then dA=S’drdO and \dA(‘=l(l/r)S’(‘. 
We begin by attempting to find closed subsets of Hilbert spaces for 
functions R and S, with fixed integer n, such that the pair (@, A) deter- 
mined by Eqs. (1.1) and (l.la) renders I,(@, A) finite. By the results of 
Appendix 1, the reduced functional of Z,( CD, A) obtained by utilizing (1.1) is 
Zi.(R s)=; JR2 (; s.)2+(R’)2 
+$ (n-S)* R2+; (I-R2)*. 
We now consider necessary conditions on (R, S) that render Z,(R, S) 
finite 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose I,( R, S) < 00, then 
(i) REL~([W*), R’EL,([W*), and 1 - IR( E W,,2([w2); 
(ii) (l/r)(S(r) - S(0)) E Lo and (l/r) S’(r) E L,([w*). 
Proof(i). Since for any bounded open set Q, 
and since 2ab < Ea2 + (l/s) b2 for positive a, b, and E, we have 
+I,(R,S)>j l-2R2+R4 
R 
2 
therefore R E Lp( [w’). R’ E L2( W*) follows from the definition of Zn(R, S) 
immediately. Using 1 + ) RI 2 1, 
= RI(l-R’)‘<;Z,(R,S)<m, s 
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we have 1 - (R( EL,(IR~). Moreover, since IV IRI 1 < jVRl a.e. II73 and 
I,, IVR12 = JR2 (R’j2 < cc (t>= (2,) (7211, 
we have V (RI E L,(R2). 1 
Proof (ii). (l/r) S’(r) EL,(R*) follows from the definition of Z,(R, S). 
Furthermore, since in polar coordinates, 
therefore S’ E Lp(O, cc ), hence S has the representation 
S(r) - S(0) = 1: S’(r) dr. (1.3) 
(1.2) 
Using (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain 
for all r E (0, co). (1.4) 
This inequality shows (l/r)(S(r) - S(0)) E Lp(rW2). 1 
We now define the function spaces for the real-valued radially symmetric 
functions R and S. Let 
C, = the set of real-valued radially symmetric functions R( 1x1) defined 
on R2, such that R is nonnegative almost everywhere and 1 - R E W,,2(Iw2); 
C, = the set of real-valued radially symmetric functions S( Ix)) defined 
on R2, such that (l/r)SE L:“c([w*) with (l/r)S’ E L2(R2) where the 
derivative S’ is in the distributional sense. 
We now give some properties of the function spaces C, and Cs. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) For RE CR, R(r) E C(0, co); 
(ii) For SE C,, S(r) E C[O, co), S(0) = 0, S(r) = s;, S’(r) dr, and 
(1.5) 
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(iii) Suppose that R E C,, SE Cs, and I,(R, S)c co. Then 
R E C[O, 00) and R(0) = 0. 
Proof(i). For any I> 0, 
so R’ E L,[ l/Z, (1. This implies R is absolutely continuous on [l/1, I]. 
Because 1 is arbitrary, we have R(r) E C(0, co). [ 
Proof (ii). For any I > 0, 
1: (S’ + S’2) dr < j:f (S2 + S’2) dr 
hence S(r) E Vr“‘,(O, 00). By the Rellich-Kondrachov Embedding Theorem 
[3], SE C[O, co). Therefore lim,,, S(r) exists and equals S(0). Since 
{~(l/r)S2dr=(1/27c)~~j~((l/r)S)2 rdrdB<~,weobtainlim,,,S(r)= 
0 = S(0). Because (l/r) S’(r) E L2(rW2), the same argument in the proof of 
Lemma 1.1 (ii) gives the inequality (1.4). Since S(0) = 0, (1.4) implies 
Proof (iii). According to (i) and (ii), R(r)E C(0, co), S(r)E C[O, a~), 
and S(0) =O. Combining these properties with the inequality Jlwz (l/r*) 
(n - S)2 R2 < 2Z,(R, S) < co, we obtain 1: (l/r) R* dr < co. Therefore 
I’ l(R*)‘I dr=J’b 12RR’I dr<2{j: i R2dr]“2{j’ (R’)‘rdr]“* 
0 
<2{~01~R2dr}1’2(IA(R,S))1/2<co~ 
This shows (R2)’ E L,[O, 11, hence R2 is absolutely continuous on [0, l] 
which implies R* E C[O, 11. Therefore RE C[O, cc). Using jh (l/r) R2 dr < 
co, we have lim,,, R(r) = 0 = R(0). 1 
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LEMMA 1.3. C, with the inner product which induces the norm //S/I c.,y = 
II(W) S’II Lz(R~, is a Hilbert space. 
Proof: We only need prove two facts: (1) if /IS/J cs= 0, then S = 0; and 
(2) a Cauchy sequence of C, has a limit in C,. Since liS~Ics= 
II S’IIL2(R2)~ thus I/S cs = 0 implies S = constant. However (l/r)S E 
L:““(iw*), so SE 0. Now suppose that {S,] is a Cauchy sequence in C,. By 
the definition of the norm of C,, ((l/r) Sk > is a Cauchy sequence in 
L,(R*). Because L2(R2) is complete, there is a function g defined on R*, 
such that (l/r) g E L,(lR*) and 
‘s&g in L2(R2). 
r r 
According to inequality (1.5), {(l/r) Sk> is a Cauchy sequence in Lp(lR’) 
(i.e., for any bounded domain Sz in R*, {(l/r) S,} is a Cauchy sequence in 
L2(Q)). Thus, for B,= {xc lR2, 1x1 <I}, I= 1, 2, . . . . there are functions 
f,~ L2(B,), such that (l/r) Sk -f, in L,(B,). Clearly, if 1, <I,, then the 
restriction of fi, on BI, is equal to fl,, thus we can define a function S on R* 
as S(x) = 1x1 f,(x), when x E B,. Since aeS, E 0 for all k, we obtain 8,s = 0 
in the distributional sense. Therefore S= S(r) is a radially symmetric 
function. Since f/e L,(B,), I= 1, 2, . . . . we have (l/r)SE Lp(R2). To 
complete the proof, we show that S’ = g in the distributional sense. For any 
q E Cgv2), 
- jR2 s a,(v) dr de = -jR2 i S a,(p-) r dr de 
= - lim s 1Sk a,(cpr)r dr de k+m ag2r 
= !‘rnm jRz Sbqv dr de 
= lim s 
f S;(cpr)r dr de 
k-m R2r 
I 1 = [w2 ; dvb dr de 
= s g(v) d-de. I Iw2 
In the following lemma we give a decay property of L, functions. 
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LEMMA 1.4. If f E L,(R*), 1 <p < 00, then there exists a sequence 
O<k,< . . . <kj< .-., kj+oo, such that 
lim 
k, - m Ifl 
p r* dtl= 0. 
Proof. Because f~ Lp( Iw*), 
0= lim O” 
s I 
2n 
IfI p r dtl dr. 
k+m k 0 
However, 
p r2 dtl; 
hence, we can choose a sequence 0 < k, < . . . < kj < . . ., kj + co, such that 
lim s lflPr2d0=0. 1 k,-+ 00 r = k, 
We now show that the vortex number n defined in the ansatz (1.1) is a 
usual topological invariant [9]. 
LEMMA 1.5 (On the vortex number). For RE C,, SE Cs, and 
(l/r) S’ E L,( rW2), the finite action of IA( R, S) implies 
where n is the integer in the ansatz (1.1). 
580/82/2-3 
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Proqf: Since (l/r) S’ E L,(R’), for any sequence (k,} with k,-+ 03, 
j 
Bk, ’ 
= lim 
I 
4 
s’ dr 
k,+7[: 0 
= ,fem [S(k,) - S(O)] = kfeE S(k,), 
because the Stokes theorem [12] and S(0) = 0. On the other hand, by 
Lemma 1.4, Z,(R, S) < co implies that there exists a sequence {kj} with 
k,-r co, such that 
0= lim 
k,+ m I I = k, 
(1 - R2)2 r2 dtl = k,!irqnm 274 1 - R2(kj))’ k,?, 
as well as 
0= lim 
k, - cc 
(n - S)’ R2 de = *,l~~ 2n(n - S(kj))2 R’(kj). 
The first limit implies lim, _ oc R(k,) = 1. Combining this result with the 
second limit gives lim,, co S(kj) = n. 1 
We now establish an integral identity for the minimizing solutions, which 
is used in Section 4. 
LEMMA 1.6. If (R, S) is an injimum of I,(R, S) over C, @ C,, then 
Proof Making the change of variable < = ar in R(r) and S(r), we define 
function Z(U) from (0,2) to [w by 
Then, 
Z(a) = I,(R(ar), S(crr)). 
Z(a) E C”(O,2) 
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and 
f Z(a)=lR2 + (s’(5))2-$ (1 - R2(5N2. 
Clearly, R(ar) E C, and S(ar) E C, for a E (0,2), thus Z(a) > Z(1) for all 
a E (0, 2). This gives (d/da) Z( 1) = 0, that is, 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF CRITICAL POINTS FOR IA 
ASSOCIATED WITH SYMMETRIC VORTICES 
We now take up the problem of finding the critical points of I,(@, A) 
associated with symmetric (finite-action) vortices. First we note that 
ZI(@, A) > 0 and setting (@, A) = (1,0) Z,(l, 0) = 0. Therefore, the solution 
of the Ginzberg-Landau equations obtained by setting Q E 1 and A E 0 is a 
trivial solution minimizing I,(@, A) without restricting I,(@, A) by the vor- 
tex number n #O. Second, we note that with the restrictions (l.l)-(l.la) 
imposed on (@, A), if a = inf,,, cs 1 Z (R, S) is attained at (i?, s), then a > 0. 
Otherwise, jR2 (1 - R2)2 = 0 and jIw2 (l/r2)(n - s)2 Z?‘= 0. These two iden- 
tities imply i?’ - 1 and 3 = n # 0. But this contradicts that (l/r)3 E Lp( R’). 
The main result in this section is stated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The infimum of IA over C, @ Cs is attained. Moreover, the 
infimum is positive. 
The proof will be carried out in several lemmas. The following lemma 
gives a result concerning weak compactness of C,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let { Rk} be a sequence in CR. Suppose that (1 - Rk) is a 
bounded set in W,,,(Iw*). Then, there exists RE $‘R and a sequence of {Rk) 
(still denoted by {Rk}), such that 1 - Rk + 1 -R weakly in W,+,(iQ’). 
Proof Since { 1 - Rk} is a bounded set in the Hilbert space W,,,([w2) 
and a Hilbert space is weakly compact, there exists a function f E W,,,([w*) 
and a subsequence still denoted by (1 - Rk}, such that 1 - Rk + f weakly 
in W, 2(W2). Let i? = 1 -f, then 1 -R, + 1 -Z? weakly in W,,,([w*). 
According to the Rellich-Kondrachov embedding theorem and by passing 
to a diagonal subsequence, we may assume Kk + i? a.e., therefore, R > 0 
a.e. and i? is radially symmetric. 1 
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The next step is to prove the properties of functional Z;,(R, S) concerning 
coerciveness and weak lower semicontinuity. 
LEMMA 2.3. Z,(R,, S,) -+ cc whenewr II 1- Rkll w,,l(R2) + IISA ci -+ a, 
where Rk E C, and S, E C,. 
ProoJ This result is an immediate consequence of the following 
estimate: 
2 
Ill -Rl12 w,,2cIwzj+ lIW;s= Ill -Rlli,+ llR’Il:,+ 
L-2 
<max i, 2 I,(R, S), 
i > 
because R 2 0 a.e. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (R,, S, } be a sequence in C, 0 Cs and (8,s) an 
element in C,Q C,. Suppose that 
1 -R, -+ 1 - iT weakly in W,,,(Iw’), (1) 
and 
Then 
Sk + 3 weakly in C,. (11) 
Z,(i?, 3) < lim I,(R,, S,). 
k-m 
Proof: From the hypotheses (I) and (II) we have 
R6 + i? and 5 S; + i 3 weakly in L2( Iw*); 
therefore [S], 
From the definition of weak convergence, it is easy to see that (I), (II), and 
(1.5) imply 1 - Rk(r) + 1 -R(r) weakly in W,,,(l//, I) and Sk(r) + S(r) 
weakly in W,,2(0, I) for all I+ 0. Hence, according to the Rellich- 
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Kondrachov embedding theorem, Rk(r) --+ Z?(r) and S,(r) + S(r) a.e. Using 
Fatou’s Lemma we obtain 
s &-$2R’+$(1-82)2 @ r2 
<linJ 
k-oo I 
~(n-Sk)2R;+$(l-R:)2. 
Rz r2 
We have proven ZA(W, S) < f&k _ co Z,( R,, Sk). u 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We may assume that { (Rk, Sk)} is a minimizing 
sequence in C, 0 C,, i.e., C, @ C, is nonvacuous and limk _ m ZA( Rk, Sk) 
= inf c,ecsZ,(R,S)<oo. From Lemma 2.3, {1-Rk} and {Sk} are 
bounded sets in W,,,([w2) and C,, respectively. According to Lemma 2.2, 
we may assume 1 - Rk + 1 - ii weakly in I%‘,,,( Iw’) where Z? E C,. Since Cs 
is a Hilbert space and {Sk} is a bounded set in it, we may assume Sk + 3 
weakly in Cs where SE Cs. Using Lemma 2.4, we obtain 
Since (k, 3) E C, 0 Cs, we have ZA(R, 3) = infCReCS Z,(R, S). 
The second note in the beginning of this section gives Zn(i?, 3) > 0. 1 
We now prove that the minimizing solution is a critical point of I,. 
THEOREM 2.5. The minimizing solution (R, S) is a generalized solution of 
(A.1.4~(A.1.5) (defined in Appendix 2) on W’\ (0). To be precise, for any 
pair (cp, II/) with cp, + E C,“([w’\ CO}), (R, S) satisfies 
-$n-S)2~-$~-~2)~ 1 ~p=o, (2.1) 
:S’-(n-S)R2 1 $=O. (2.2) 
Proof: We first note that for any cp, tj E C,“(O, co), (R, S) satisfies (by 
virtue of its minimality) 
J”ow {R’$+[f(n-S)‘R-i (I-R')R]o)rdr=O, (2.3) 
I 0m {S’$‘-(n-S)R’II/)r-‘dr=O. (2.4) 
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Now we prove (2.1) and (2.2). Suppose cp, ~EC~(R~\{O}). Since 
SwZVR.V~=SlWLalRa,(p+(l/r2)a,Ra,cp=S3aZR’ii,cp and (R,S) satisfies 
(2.3), using Fubini’s Theorem, we obtain (2.1). To establish (2.2) we 
introduce a new function 5 = r2$ which is also in CF(lw*\ {O}). Using 
(2.4) and Fubini’s Theorem we obtain 
f S’-(n-S)R2 I I++ 
= jR2 Sfa,(~)+(fS--(~-S)R*): 
2n m = s 5 {Sa,$-(n-s) R*$} r-‘drd9 0 0 
Remark. Let Z’j denote the functional ZA with respect to the integer n. It 
is easy to see that Z;(R, S) = I,-“(R, -S). Therefore, if (R, S) is a minimiz- 
ing solution for n, then so is (R, -S) for -n. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume n > 0 in Sections 3 and 4 where we will study the properties of 
symmetric solutions. 
3. REGULARITY AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF SYMMETRIC VORTICES 
In this section we establish the smoothness of the symmetric vortices 
characterized in the last section by our extremum principle. We then use 
this variational characterization and the smoothness of our symmetric 
vortices to derive some basic properties of these solutions of the 
Ginzberg-Landau equations. We small use these facts in Section 4 to prove 
the nonlinear desingularization of the symmetric vortices. 
3.1. We turn first o the question of smoothness of our solutions. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Regularity). Suppose (CD, A) is of the form ( 1.1 ), where 
(R, S) is a generalized solution of the reduced Ginzberg-Landau equations 
discussed in Section 2. Then (a, A) is a C2 smooth solution of the full 
Ginzberg-Landau equations on [w2. 
Proof We prove this result in two steps. First we prove (@, A) is C* on 
rW’\ {0}, where the standard theory applies and then we discuss the 
behavior of (@, A) at the origin following the argument given by 
Plohr [lo]. 
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Step one. By Theorem 2.5 and our polar coordinate reduction of 
Appendix 1, (R, S) is a generalized solution of the system 
-AR=; (1-R2)R-;(n-S)2R, 
-dS=(n-S)R’-tg S, 
on R’\ (0). 
By standard regularity theory of elliptic equations and using the iterative 
bootstrap argument (see Berger [S], for example) we conclude that R and 
SE C “( R* \ { 0} ). Therefore in terms of the radial variable r, R(r) and 
S(r)eCOO(O, co). According to the ansatz (l.l), (@, A)EC~(R~\{O}). 
Step two. See Appendix 3. 1 
3.2. We now investigate the properties of the extremal smooth solution 
(R, S) for fixed vortex number n. The main results are 
(a) sharp a priori bounds for R and S; 
(b) S(r) and R(r) are strictly increasing functions; 
(cl asymptotic behavior of R and S as r + 00. 
As already mentioned these properties are crucial in demonstrating the 
nonlinear desingularization phenomenon of Section 4. 
In proving the properties that follow we shall make use of the extremal 
characterization of R and S of Section 12 in the Sobolev space setting, the 
smoothness of R and S, and the following maximum principle. 
THE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE (cf. [9]). Suppose that VE [w2 is an open 
region with smooth (or empty) boundary aF. Let 3 be a second order 
operator of the form 
on V, where j?‘, C E C( P), and C 2 0. Suppose that u E C 2( V) and dpu < 0. Zf 
there is x,, E V such that u(xO) = inf,. V u(x), then either #(x0) > 0 or else 
u(x) = u(xO) on V. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For aN r E (0, CD), 
(i) 0 < R2(r) < 1; 
(ii) O<S(r)<n. 
(Note that in Sections 3 and 4 we assume n > 0.) 
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ProoJ Since (R, S) is a minimizing solution of 1;. over C, @ C,, from 
Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 3.1, R, SEC~(O,~O)~C[O,CD), R(O)=O=S(O) 
and satisfy the elliptic system (A.1.4)-(A.1.5) in iw’\ (0) which can be 
rewritten as 
(3.1) 
d(l-R2)-iR2(1-R2)= +(H-S)~R~-~(VR)~, (3.2) 
AS-+(x,c?,s+x,a,S)= -R’(n-S), (3.3) 
+S)-j$(x~a,(n-S)+xz~2(n-S))-R2(n-S)=0. (3.4) 
Proof of(i). We first prove R2(r) < 1 on [0, co). Suppose that there is 
rOE (0, co) with 1 - R2(r,) GO. Since 1 - R2(0) = 1 and 1 - R2(r) E 
C[O, co), there exists 0 <E < r,, such that 1 -R’(r) 2 t on [0, E]. Applying 
the Maximum Principle to Eq. (3.2) on the open region V, = {x E [w2, 
E < 1x1 < I} for I> r0 + 1, we obtain 
l-R’(1)= inf l-R2(r)<1-R2(r0+1)<1-R’(r,)<O. 
E<T<I 
Thus 
IR2 (1-R2122J (1-R2(r,+1))2=co, 
1.x-I z ro + 1 
which contradicts Z,(R, S) < co. 
Now we claim that R(r) > 0 in (0, 00) which implies R’(r) > 0. Suppose 
R(r,) = 0 where r0 E (0, co). Since R E CR, we have R 2 0, thus R attains its 
infimum at r0 in (l/Z, I) for large enough 1. Therefore, applying the 
Maximum Principle to (3.1) (note that we have proven 1 - R2 > 0), we 
obtain R(r) - 0 in (0, co). However, we know that slwZ (1 - R2)2 < 00, a 
contradiction. m 
Proof of (ii). We first show that 0 < S < n by a “truncation argument.” 
Let D = {r E (0, co), S(r) < 0 or S(r) > rr }. Suppose that D is not empty. We 
define a truncated function ,!? by 
if S(r) < 0, 
if S(r) > n, 
otherwise. 
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Since SE C*(O, co), R* >O in (0, co) and D is not empty, we have 
jR2(i ~)2+-$(n-S)2 R2<~~z(fS’)2+-$(n-S)2 R*. 
Thus, (R, 3)~ C,@ C, and ZA(R, 3) < ZA(R, S) = inf.,,., Z,(R, S), a 
contradiction. 
Applying the Maximum Principle to Eq. (3.4), a similar argument used 
in the proof of R > 0 gives S(r) < n in (0, co) because SE C[O, co) and 
S(0) = 0. Then applying the Maximum Principle to (3.3) we obtain either 
S(r) > 0 in (0, co) or S(r) ~0 on [0, co). Assume S(r) z 0 on [0, co), then 
12( R, S) < co implies JR2 (n2R2/r2) < co. Since 
s n2(1 - R2) I-4 > 1 r* ‘(j,x,al $)‘;‘(jR2 (1-Ri)‘)li2<~, 
therefore JIX, >, n’jr* < co, a contradiction. a 
LEMMA 3.3. S(r) is nondecreasing on [O, CD). 
Proof Suppose that S(r) is not nondecreasing. Then there are 
rl < r2 E [O, co) such that S(r,) < S(r,). We define S(r) = S(r) for r E [0, rl), 
=max{S(r), S(r,)) =i{s(r)+S(r,)+ IS(r)-S(r,))} for rE [r,, co). Since 
S(r) is absolutely continuous on [0, f] for all I> 0, then S(r) is absolutely 
continuous on [O, Z] for all I> 0. Thus the distributional derivative of 3 is 
equal to its classical derivative a.e. Therefore 
IS’(r)1 
1 
= lW)l 
{ 
for r E [0, r, ), 
I IS’(r)+ IS(r)-S(r,l’l otherwise, 
6 Is’(r)1 a.e., 
because 1 IS(r)- S(r,)(‘l < f(S(r)- S(r,))‘l a.e. it follows that SEC,. Since 
0 <S< n and R2 > 0 in (0, co), we have (n - S(r,))’ R’(r,) < (n - S(r,))* 
R2(r2) and (n - 3)’ R2 < (n - S)’ R2 on [0, co). By the continuity of R and 
S as well as IsI < IS’1 a.e., we obtain Z,(R, 3) < ZA( R, S) = 
inf cRecs i,( R, S). But (R, 3) E CR@ C,, a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.4. S(r) is strictly increasing on [0, co). 
Proof Suppose that S(r) is not strictly increasing. By Lemma 3.3, we 
may assume that S(r) is a constant on [a, b]. Since (R, S) satisfies (A.1.3), 
we have 
(n - S(r)) R*(r) = 0 on [a, b]. 
However, S(r) < n and R*(r) > 0 on (0, co), a contradiction. 1 
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LEMMA 3.5. R(r) is nondecreasing on [O, co). 
ProojI It is sufficient o prove that R’(r) b 0 in (0, co). Suppose that it 
is not true, then there is r, E (0, co) such that R’(r,) ~0. Since R(0) = 0 and 
0 d R E C[O, co), there is r0 E (0, r,) such that R(r,) is a maximum of R on 
[0, r,]. Clearly, R(r,) > R(r,). From R E C2(0, co), we have that R’(r,) =0 
and R”(r,) < 0. We define the set 
D = (r E [r,, co), R(r) = R(r,)} = [r,, co) n R-‘(R(r,)). 
We claim that D is nonempty. Indeed, from Zl(R, S) < cc and Lemma 1.4, 
there exists an increasing sequence {ki} with lim,, o. k, = co, such that 
lf-qT m .frEk, (1 -R’(r)) ’ r2 de = 0. Therefore lim,, m R2(kj) = 1. Since 
R(r,)< R(r,) < 1, and RE C[O, co), D is not empty. From 
R” E C;b, co), D is closed in [r, , co), thus D attains its largest lower bound, 
say at r2. Thus, R(r2) = R(r,), r2 > r,, and R(r) < R(r,) on [r,, rz]. We 
define function ii as 
R(r) = R(rd 
if r E Cro, r,l, 
R(r) otherwise. 
Using the similar argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we obtain w E CR. 
We can easily show that Z,(i?, S) < Z,(R, S), which will contradict the 
minimality of Z, at (R, S). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. R(r) is strictly increasing on [0, co). 
Proof: Since R(r) > 0 in (0, co), it is sufficient to show that R cannot be 
a nonzero constant in some interval. Assume that R(r)= C>O in [a, 61. 
Since R satisfies (A.1.2) in (0, co), we have 
-$(n--S)‘=5(1-C2) on [a, 61. 
Since (n - S)‘# 0 is decreasing on [0, co), therefore (l/r2)(n - S)’ is 
decreasing on [a, b]. However, A/2( 1 - C*) is a constant. This contradic- 
tion concludes our proof. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. (R, S) satisfies the boundary condition (l.lb). 
Proof: From Propositions 3.4 and 3.6 as well as Proposition 3.2, 
lim,, m S(r) and lim,, o. R(r) exist. In the proof of Lemma 1.5, 
Z,(R, S) < co implies that there is an increasing sequence {k,} such that 
lim k, _ ~ R2(kj) = 1 and lim,, j m S(k,) = n, thus (R, S) satisfies ( l.lb). 1 
Now we are ready to prove property (c). 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let (R, S) be a C” solution of(A.1.4k(A.1.5) in rW’\ (0) 
proven to exist in Theorem 3.1. Then, R(r) + 1, S(r) + n exponentially as 
r+cO. 
Proof: Since (R, S) satisfies (A.1.4)(A.1.5) in rW’\ (O}, n -S and 1 -R 
satisfy the following elliptic equations in rW’\ { 0}: 
A(n-S)-&(xld,(n-S)tx,a,(n-S))-R*(n-S)=O, 
d(l-R)-i(I+R)R(I-R)= -s(n-S)*R. 
By the standard theory of exponential decay at infinity (cf. [9, p. 84]), in 
order to show that (n - S) approaches zero exponentially, we only need to 
check one condition: n - S + 0, R2 + 1 as 1x1 --f co. 
This condition has been established in Theorem 3.7. To show that R 
approaches one exponentially, we only need to check 
(i) l-R-+0, i(l+R)R+l as \xI-+co, 
(ii) (l/ Ixl’)(n - ,Q2 R + 0 exponentially as (xl + co. 
Condition (i) follows from Theorem 3.7 and R Z 0 on [0, co). 1 
4. THE NONLINEAR DESINGULARIZATION PHENOMENON FOR 
SYMMETRIC VORTICES 
In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of the symmetric vor- 
tices as parameter 2 + co. For fixed vortex number n, let (R,, S,) be the 
infimum of I,(R, S) over C,@ C, where R,, SAG C”(0, co) and 
(Qi = R,e jnB, An = S1 de) the C* symmetric solution with parameter I > 0 
is proven to exist in Section 3. Then setting the “magnetic field” 
H, = curl AL (i.e., H = *dA, = (l/r) S;(r) for r # 0), we will first prove that 
H, satisfies the “vorticity equation” 
-AHi + H, = T,(&., S,) 
HA+0 as 1x1 + co, 
where 
(4.1) 
T~.=2RiR>(n-S,)+~(l-R~)S; 
r for r # 0. 
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We then prove that for fixed n, as 1. -+ co, 
H, + 2nnG in the Sobolev space W,,,(Iw*), l<PP2, (4.2) 
where G is the Green’s function satisfying the linear equation 
-AG(x) + G(x) =6(x), 
G(x) + 0 as Ix/ -+ co, 
(4.3) 
where 6(x) f Dirac delta function. Furthermore, we will prove that 
T, = 2m for all I> 0, (4.4) 
and 
T, + 2mb(x) asI-+co (4.5) 
in an integral sense. (Therefore, (4.3) is called a degenerate form of (4.1).) 
According to the remark given at the end of Section 2, we may assume 
n>O from now on. 
Now we deduce the elliptic Eq. (4.1) (notice that this “vorticity 
equation” is independent of explicit dependent parameter A) satisfied by 
Hi.. Using one of the Ginzberg-Landau equations (1 b), a straight forward 
computation gives (the dependence on II is suppressed) 
-dH+H=H(l-(~:+~:))+A,a,(~:+~:)-A,a,(~:+~p:) 
+2a,q a,@,-2a,q a,@,, 
= T, (4.6) 
thus HLe C2(rW2) and TL E C’((w’) since (Gn, A,) is a C2 solution. Replac- 
ing Qz and A, by RAein and SA d6 (or using H, = (l/r) S; to compute 
directly), we have that H;, satisfies 
-AH,+H,=T,, 
where 
T).=f R,R;(n-S,)+i(l-R:)S> for r # 0. (4.7) 
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We now prove that H, -0 exponentially at co. It is sufficient to show that 
H, + 0 at cc and T, + 0 exponentially at co because H, satisfies the elliptic 
Eq. (4.1). Indeed, since H,(r) = (l/r) S;(r) E L,[l, cc), and using (A.1.3) 
Hi(r) =i S;(r) --$ S>(r) = -f (n - Sl(r)) R:(r), (4.8) 
which is again an element of L,[l, co), we obtain lim,,, H,(r) =0 [9]. 
Similarly, since Rj l Lz[1, co) and from (A.1.2) RI = -(l/r) RX + 
(l/r*)(n - S1)* Ri. + (1/2)(R: - 1) RI E L,[ 1, oo), we obtain lim,, m R;(r) 
= 0. Therefore, T, + 0 exponentially at cc because of Theorem 3.8. 
We will now prove (4.4) which will be used in the proof of (4.2). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T,(r) be defined in (4.7). Then 
f 
T,= 2m for all A>O. 
Fa2 
Proof (The dependence on 1 is suppressed.) Because R*(O) =O, 
S(0) = 0, 0 < R* < 1, and S -+ n as r + co, integration by parts gives 
I 
2 RR’(n-S)rdrdO=2x Jrn (R*)‘(n-S)dr 
032 r 0 
=2x O” s R*S’ dr 0 
= s i R’S’, ~2 r 
therefore, 
s’dr 
= 27r(!irnm S(k) - S(0)) = 2m. 1 
We note that we have proven SW2 H, = 27~~ because (l/r) S; = H,. Next, 
we prove that the family of functions (H,, i > 0} is a bounded set in 
L*(~*). 
LEMMA 4.2. jrW2H: < m* for all A > 0. 
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Proof: (The dependence on A is suppressed.) Since H -+ 0 exponentially 
at co, integration by parts gives 
H2=2n jos H’(r) r dr = -271 i],’ H(r) H’(r) r2 dr. 
Using (4.8) and the facts R2 < 1, S < n, and S’ > 0, we have 
H== -n s Oz [(~z-S)~]’ R’dr 
< --n 
s 
om [(n - S)‘]’ dr 
= --7c(n - S(r))2 1; 
= ml=, 
because lim, _ m S(r) = n and S(0) = 0. 1 
From this result, we obtain a sequence of important corollaries which 
will be used to prove (4.2). 
COROLLARY 4.3. lim, _ ~ sap2 (1 - R:)= = 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.6, 
JR2 (l-R:)==; jRi H:. 
Then by Lemma 4.2, 
O< lim I (l-R$2< lim 
47m2 
a+cc & 
-=o. 1 
a-o= A 
COROLLARY 4.4. lim, _ m jwz (1 - R:) H, = 0. 
ProoJ 
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We notice an immediate consequence: 
lim 
s 
RZH, = lim s 
H,2zn. 
I-m p i.*m p 
COROLLARY 4.5. For all E>O, 
lim (1 - R:(e))=O. 
A-w 
Moreover, 1 -R:(r) + 0 uniformly on [E, a). 
Proof Since R: is an increasing function for any fixed J” > 0, then 
6 I O” (1 - R:(r))2 r dr. 0 
By Corollary 4.3, 
I O” (1-R:(r))2rdr+OasA+c0, 0 
thus, 
lim (1 - R:(E)) = 0. 
i-m 
The uniformly convergent property is followed by 
sup (1 - R:(r)) = 1 - R:(E). 1 
IE CE,m) 
We quote the L, estimates for the Green’s function G of (4.3). These 
estimates will be proved in Appendix 2 and listed in the following: for given 
1 <p < 2, there exist constants D and C, such that 
(a) for all YE R2, 
UP 
llG(x -Y)II ~1.~ = ,GOlp+i~l & G(w)~~]~~) < c; 
I 
(b) for all y E R2 with IyI d 1, 
IIG(X-Y)-GG(X)IIL~= lR2 ~G(x-y)-G(x)lpdx}ls~c/g~ (l+In$), 
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and 
4’ 
={jR2 /&(G(x-JJ-G(X)) ‘dx I” 
I I > 
6 c ly(2+l (l+lnfi), i=l,2. 
We can now prove the main result in this section: the nonlinear 
desingularization occurs in the Ginzberg-Landau equations for symmetric 
solutions. 
THEOREM 4.6. As ,I + 00, 
H,(x) + 2mG(x) in Wl,,(R2), 1 <p -c 2, 
and hence in Lo, I< 4 < a. 
Proof Since H, satisfies (4.1), H, has the representation 
H,(x) = jR2 G(x -Y) T,(Y) 4. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, 
H,(x) - 2nnG(x) = jR2 (Gb -Y) - G(x)) T,(Y) 4, 
therefore 
IWAx) - 2~nG(x)Il wl,,(R2) 
llP 
< (G(x-Y)--(x)) T,(Y)& 
(G(x-W(x))] T,W~~pdx}l’p 
6 jR2 IT&)l {[jR2 IW+W(x)lPdx] 
IlP 
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We denote 
G(Y)= jR2 IG(~-Y)-W~,~]~‘~ 
We claim that T, 2 0 in Iw’. Indeed, from Section 3 we 
0 < R, < 1, 0 < SA < n, R, and SA are increasing on [0, co ), 
(see (4.7)) is nonnegative in IL!‘\(O). Since TALC’ (cf. 
nonnegative in Iw’. 
Now we have 
IW,(x) - 2nnG(x)ll w,,,(r~) 
known that 
therefore T, 
(4.6)), TA is 
6 R,R;(n-SJ+& (l-R:)S:, G(y)dy. 1 
We demonstrate the following three results to complete our proof: 
(1) ~IW~(lIl~O(l-R~)~;~(~)~~~O as ~---Q; 
(II) For given 1 <p < 2, there exists both a constant 0 < a < 1 and a 
constant C > 0, such that for all E E (0,l) and all 2 > 0, 
s 
2 
IV,<& ly( 
RA R;(n - S,) G(y) dy 6 CE’; 
(III) For fixed E > 0, 
I 
2 
IYl>E (Y( 
RA R;(n - S,) G(y) dy + 0 as A+ co. 
Proof of (I). According to Property A.2.1 (Appendix 2), G(y) is 
uniformly bounded in [w’, thus 
06 I 1 (1 - R:) Sic(y) dy < const jRz & (1 - R:) SA dy ES IYI 
= const I 622 
(1-R;)H,. 
Then Corollary 4.4 implies the result which we want. 
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Proof of (II). According to Property A.2.2 and A.2.3, for all YE R2 with 
IYI 6 1, 
G(ylGC( 1 +ln j$) (Iyl+ Iy12’pp’), 
where C > 0 and D > 3 are constants. Let c1= 4 min( 1, 2/p - I), then a > 0 
because p < 2. Clearly, 
C(y)<2C( 1 +lnG) IyI’” for all 1~16 1, 
thus, there exists a constant C? such that 
C(Y) G c lyl* for all (yl 6 1. 
On the other hand, 0 < (2/lyl) R,R;(n - 8,) Q T,(y) in R2 and 
JR2 TJy) = 2m (Lemma 4.1), thus, 
= 27vzZi ]E[‘, 
for all E E (0, 1) and all A > 0. 1 
Proof of (III). From Property A.2.1, G(y) is uniformly bounded in R2, 
thus, it is sufficient to show that for fixed E > 0, 
f 
z Ri, RB(n - S,) dy + 0 as JU -+ CO. 
lYl>& IYI 
Indeed, 
06 sly,,E 6 R,RJ(n-SJdy=2n lx (R:)‘(n-SJdr E 
d 27rn 
j Em CR:)’ 
(by 0 6 S1 < n and (R:)’ 3 0) 
= 2m( 1 - R:(E)) (by lim R:(r)= 1) 
r-m 
because of Corollary 4.5. 1 
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TO see that the equation (-A + I)G = 6 is a “&generate form” of 
( -A + I) H, = T,, we recall that jRg2 Tn = 27~ and we prove that 
THEOREM 4.7. For any E > 0, 
lim 
I T, dx = 0. -l+m 1X12& 
Proof: Recall that for r # 0, 
TI=f R,R;,(n-S,)+f (l-R:)&. 
By Corollary 4.4, 
On the other hand, in the proof of (III) in Theorem 4.6, we have proven 
lim 
j.+ 00 s 
2 R,R;(n-S,)=O. 1 
1x1 >E 1x1 
APPENDIX 1: 
THE REDUCED FUNCTIONAL AND EQUATIONS 
Suppose that the solutions (@, A) of the Ginzberg-Landau equations are 
of the form 
@(r, 0) = R(r) eins, 
A(r, 0) = S(r) dtl 
on Iw*\ (0). We deduce the corresponding functional and the ordinary 
differential equations satisfied by R and S. 
Recall that the Ginzberg-Landau functional is 
I,(@, A)=; jR2 IdAI*+ lo,@l*+; (1 - IcDI*)~. 
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Since on IX’\ {0}, 
dA = S’(r) dr d0 
ldA12=f (S’(r))’ 
D,@=(d-iA)@=(d-iS(r)dO)R(r)eine 
= [R’(r) dr + i(n - S(r)) R(r) de] eine 
lD,@I* = (R’(r))* +$ (n-S(r))* R*(r), 
therefore, 
Z,i(R, S) = f jR1 f (S’(r))* + (R’(r))* 
+ f (n - S(r))* R*(r) + t (1 - R*(r))*. (A.l.l) 
Now we consider the Ginzberg-Landau equations in terms of differential 
forms [9] 
D,*D,@=;*(l@l*-l)@, 
d*dA=;*(@D,cl=&D,@). 
Since on R’\ {0}, 
D, * D,@=(d-iSdO) 
[ 
R’rdkJ-iA(n-S)Rdr 1 eine r 
= R”+i R’--$(n-S)‘R einerdrdt?, 
[ 1 
~*(1@12-l)@=~(R2-1)Rel”rdrdB, 
d*dA=d*d(,SdO)=d(~S)=(~S--$,>dr, 
k* (@D,@-$D,rg)=i* [-2i(n-S)R*dO] 
= -i(n--S)R’dr, 
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therefore, (@, A) is a symmetric solution of the Ginzberg-Landau 
equations on IF!‘\ (0) if and only if R and S satisfy 
-R”(r)--: R’(r)+-$n - S(r))2 R(r) +t (R*(r)- 1) R(r) =O, (A.1.2) 
-S”(r)+: S’(r)- (n-S(r)) R*(r)=0 (A.1.3) 
in (0, a). This system is equivalent to 
-AR=; (I-R’)R-;fi (n-S)*R, (A.1.4) 
-dS=(n-S)R’--f-$ S. (A.1.5) 
APPENDIX 2: 
PROPERTlES OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 
It is well known that the Green’s function of the linear equation with the 
boundary condition 
(-d+Z)G(x-y)=d(x-y), 
G(x-y)+O as Ix-y1 +cc 
is (l/271) K,( 1x - ~1) where K0 is the second kind of modified Bessel 
function of order zero (cf. [6]). K,(r) has the following properties (cf. [ 13): 
K,E C”(0, co), K;(r) <O on (0, CO), and K,,(r) has the following represen- 
tation: 
K,(r) = -(In r - In 2 + y) Z,(r) + P(r), (A.2.1) 
where y is the Euler constant, 
y= lim 
n-cc 
( i -!--lnn)=0.5772.-., 
m=l m 
Z,(r) is the first kind of modified Bessel function of order zero, 
ZOO+)= f 
rZk 
k=” 2Zk(k!fZ’ 
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and Z’(r) is a power series, 
P(r)= .f r2k i !- k=022koZm=, m 
We use the formula (A.2.1) to show some L, properties of G. Since we 
study these properties only for our special purpose, the proofs and results 
are not generalized. 
We first deduce estimates for K,(r) and its first and second derivatives. 
Clearly, the convergent radii of the power series Z,(r) and P(r) are infinite, 
thus Z,,(r) and P(r)E Cco[O, co). Therefore, for given D>O, there exists a 
constant C depending only on D, such that for all r E (0, D), 
(A.2.2) 
It can be seen easily by direct computation that there exists a constant C 
depending only on D such that for all r E (0, D), 
IG(r)l d CT’, 
and 
By the Chain Rule we obtain 
g. &(I--Yl) = &(1x-Yl) g, IX-Y1 , I I I 
G Kdlx-Yl)l 
<c/x-yl-’ i= 1, 2, (A.2.3) 
a a 
-- &(1x-yl) <3ClX-YlP2, ayj ax, 
i, j= 1, 2. (A.2.4) 
Since K,( lx]) satisfies -dK,+K,=O on k!‘\(O), by the standard 
theory of exponential decay at infinity (cf. [9]) there exist constants D and 
M, such that for 1x12 D, 
IKAlxl )I + IG(lxl )I + IK{( lxl)l d MeC’1’2)1”‘. (A.2.5) 
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PROPERTY A.2.1. For given 1 <p < 2, there exists a constant C > 0, such 
that for all y E R*, 
Proof It is sufficient to show that K,,( lx - yl ) has the required proper- 
ties. Since K,( 1x1) and (8/8xi) K,,(lxl), i= 1,2, tend toward zero exponen- 
tially as [xl + co, it can be easily seen from (A.2.1)-(A.2.3) that 
Il&(lxl)ll w,, < co, for 1 <p < 2. Moreover, for any y E R2, let z = x-y, 
then dx=di and (a/ax,) K,,(lzI)= (ajaz,) K,(lzl). Therefore, 
Il&(lx -Yl)ll W,,& = IlKI(lxl )II w,,p for all y E R2. 1 
PROPERTY A.2.2. For given 1 <p < 2, there are constants D > 3 and 
C > 0, such that for all y E {y E R2, I yl d 1 }, we have 
IIG(x-Y)--F(x)llP,=SR; IG(x-y)-G(x)lPdx 
Q c IYIP (l+lnfiy. (A.2.6) 
Proof: It is clear that we only need to prove the inequality for &. By 
(A.2.5), we can choose constants D > 3 and M> 0, such that for all 1x1 > D 
and lzI< 1, we have 
Ix - 4 z I.4 - I4 = 5 Ix1 + (f 1x1 - lzl )> 3 1x1 
IK:b(lx-zl)l <Me- (lP)l.~Zl < Me-“/3)IXI (A.2.7) 
For 1x1 BD, taking the directional derivative of F(z) = K,( Ix- zl) in the 
direction 1= I$ and then integrating along the line L from 0 to y. We 
obtain 
I&(lx-YO-&(lxl)l = j-f W d/i 
<2 IK,(lx-zl)l dl 5 
(cf. (A.2.3)) 
L 
< 2M lyl e-(1'3)1*1, 
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because (A.2.7). Thus, for any (yl d 1, 
i I~~~l~-Yl~-~,~I~l~lp~~ /XI >D 
G c IYIP G c IyIP (l+lnfi) 
since ln D/lvl > 0. For 1x1 CD, let Jx -yl = r, lyl = 6, and D = { 1x1 CD}. If 
r<26 and p= 1, then 
s nni r <26) I&(lx-A)-K,(lxl)l dx 
<Cjblb(l+ln~)rdr 
iC~~‘(l+ln~)rdr (by(A.2.2)) 
<G2(l+ln$!) ( by direct integration and 1 + In 4 2 1 
(by 66 1) 
while, for 1 <p < 2, we have 
I any <26~ I~,(lx-~l)-~,(Ixl)lpdx , 
<Cji’(l+lnp)” r dr 
<C{~(l+ln$)Pl~+~~‘(l+lnp)rdr} 
by l+lnF>l forallrE(O,3S) 
> 
$CP(l+lnf) (by 6 < 1 and the inequality for p = 1). 
For r 2 26, 1 <p < 2, taking the directional derivative of F(z) = K,( IX - ~1) 
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in the direction 6 and then integrating along the line L from 0 to y, we 
obtain 
I&(lx-~l)--o(l-4)l G2 J C IX--I-~ dl (by (A.2.3)). 
L 
Since z is on L, Ix-z1 > Ix-y\ - (y-z1 >r-6, thus, 
Imlx-Yl~--1y,(l4)l <Wr-W’, 
and 
s I~,~l~-yI~-~,(lxOlpdx an (r326) 
< CdP I 2D (r-6)-Prdr 26 
6 ap 
I 
iD t-“(t + 6) dt (where t;=r-626) 
< CdP s h2D t’-pd5 (by 5+SG2<) 
d CP 
= c IyIP. 
We note that all the constants C in the proof are independent of y, and 
(A.2.6) is valid for all 1 <p < co. 1 
PROPERTY A.2.3. For given 1 <p < 2, there are constants D > 3 and 
C>O, such thatfor allyE (ye[W2, IyJ < l}, we have 
(G(x -y) - W))IP dx 
<c ly12-R (1 +lnfi)” i= 1,2. (A.2.7) 
Proof We prove the result for K,,. The argument is similar to the proof 
of property (A.2.2). By (A.2.5), there are constants D > 3 and C > 0, such 
that for all lyl< 1, we have 
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since 2 -p ,< 1, p 2 1 and (yJ < 1. Now we consider 1.~1 <D. Let Ix -yl = r. 
jyj = 6, and Q = (1x1 CD}. For r < 26, 
I Qn{r<26) ; (Ko(lx?.l)-~“(lxl))~nd* . , 
s 
3ii 
6C r’ -P dr (by (A.2.3)) 
0 
For r > 26, by taking the directional derivative and using (A.2.4) we obtain 
& Wo(lx-~l)-~o(l~l)) GWr-dJe2. 
1 
Therefore, 
s ~(“(lx-sl)-%(lxl))Ipdx Rn{r>26} t 
6 CP 
I 
2y (r-6)p2Prdr 
< CP I 62D <I-2P& (where <=r-626) 
1 C6lnf p=l d Cd2-P l<pt2 
DP 
\ <CJ2-p l+lnx . 1 ( > 
APPENDIX 3 
In Section 3, we prove that if (R, S) is a solution of the variational 
problem inf,,,,,I,(R, S) with vortex number n, then R(r), S(r)E 
C’(O, co) and (Cp = R(r) eine, A = S(r) de) is a C2 solution of (la)-(lb) on 
R’\ {O}. The purpose of this appendix is to prove that @ and A can be 
extended to the plane in a C2 manner. To be precise, we write @ and A as 
@=@,+i@,, A = (A,, A2), 
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and show that Q1, Q7, A,, A,eC2(IW2). Then, that (@, A) satisfies 
(la)-( lb) at the origin follows from the continuity of the terms in 
(WWO 
Remark. Without loss of generality we may assume that n is positive. 
We introduce the truncated Green functions as follows. Let 0 < r,, < rl, 
define 
G;(ro, r) = 
1/2~(~l~rJY if r<r,, 
Wn(ro/r)” xr,(r) if r>r,, 
and 
G’,l(r,, r) = 
+r’ 
trh,(r) 
if r<r,, 
if r>r,, 
where XJ, is a C” function on (0, 00) such that xl,(r) = 1 for r < rl and 
X,,(r) =0 for r> rl + 1. It is easy to check that (G;(r,, .), G;(r,, .))E 
CR@ C, and lim,,, r-‘G:(r,, r) < 00. 
Plohr proved [ 10, Lemma X1.4.1 ] that if R, R’ E Lp( (0, co), r dr), 
S, S’ E Lp((O, co), r- ’ dr), and R(r) -+ 0 as r + 0, then there are constants 
M and fl independent of r0 such that 
R(ro) - fom {R’(r) ~,Wro, r) 
+ r-‘n’R(r) G;(r,, r)} r dr + arg = 0 (A.3.1) 
S(r,)-fOm {r-*S’(r)a,G~(r,,r)}rdr+Dr~=O (A.3.2) 
for all 0 < r0 < rl . 
LEMMA A.3.1. Suppose that (R, S) is a solution of the variational 
problem infCReCS >. I (R, S). Then, there are constants a and fl independent of 
r0 such that 
R(r,) + Jw (re2S(r)(S(r) - 2n) R(r) 
0 
S(ro)-Iom {r-‘(n-S(r))R2(r)G;(ro,r)}rdr+j?r~=0 (A.3.4) 
for all O<r,<r,. 
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ProojI It can be seen by lim,,, r ‘G;l(r,, r)< a3 that Z,(R+ 
tG;(r,, .), S) < CO and ZJR, S+ tG’&r,, .)) < CO. Therefore, by (G;l(v,, .), 
G2(ro, .)I E CR 0 c,, 
lim IAR f Wro, 9 1, S) - IAR, S) 
r-0 t 
= 0, 
lirn IA(R S + Wro, ‘1, S) - I,(& S) = o, 
l-i0 t 
That is 
R’(r) iJ,G;(r,, r) + r-‘(n - S(r))* R(r) 
-t(l-R’(r))R(r)]G;(r,,r)}rdr=O, 
s om {r-‘,!?(r) a,G;(r,, r) 
-r-‘(n-S(r))R2(r)G’&ro,r))rdr=0. 
Combining these two identities with (A.3.1) and (A.3.2) we obtain (A.3.3) 
and (A.3.4). 1 
Rewrite (A.3.3)-(A.3.4) as 
rp’S(S--2n)-i(l-R2) 
1 r n+k 
x2nr, r 0 
-k+‘Rdr 
+I” {r~2S(S-2n)-~(l-R’)} 
‘II 
-ki’Rdr+dr;f-k=O, (A.3.5) 
R2 t(L)‘}rdr 
0 
s 
r, - 
RI 
r-‘(n-S) R2k rdr+fl=O, (A.3.6) 
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where k is a nonnegative integer. Utilizing (A.3.5)-(A.3.6), we can easily 
prove 
THEOREM A.3.2. Suppose that (R, S) is a solution of infCReCS I,(R, S), 
then @ = R(r) e’“‘, A, = -sin eS(r)/r, AZ = cos OS(r)/r are C2 on rW2\ (0) 
and can be extended to C2 functions on [w2, which satisfies the Ginzberg- 
Landau equations on [w*. 
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